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KEY IMPLICATIONS

• The use of comics is a viable approach to engage students during mathematics lessons.
• The context provided by the comics is a way to build students’ 21st century skills in addition to teaching them mathematics.
• Our study shows a glimpse into how the use of comics could help students with special needs (e.g., dyslexia).

BACKGROUND

This study is motivated by the recent trend that comics has become recognized as a media of classroom instruction, and the numerous research studies which have shown positive impact on student learning. Evidence has also shown that many students from Normal (Technical) (NT) stream in Singapore have difficulty and lack the interest in learning mathematics. Building on the PI’s initial survey that NT teachers have been exploring non-traditional approach to engage their students (some teachers were already exploring the use of cartoons and comics to entice their students in mathematics classroom) in Toh and Lui (2014), and based on the sound literature on contextualizing mathematics, this project on using comics to teach mathematics was conceptualized. This project represents a concerted effort of collaboration between researchers from the National Institute of Education, Singapore and participating schools in developing and implementing a comics package in teaching mathematics in the NT classroom.

FOCUS OF STUDY

This project aimed to study the impact of the use of comics package on students’ motivation and academic self-concept in mathematics, and their performance in mathematics achievement test.

KEY FINDINGS

• The students enjoyed the comics package not only because it was “new” to them, but also because they could associate each abstract mathematical concept with a context, which may be hilarious to them (Toh, 2009). This further supports the importance of contextualizing mathematics in helping students learn better.
• The teachers also showed that they were actively tweaking the package to better meet the needs of their students. For example, they innovatively created opportunities to engage their students in role-play and the entire class in asking and answering questions with the fictitious characters in the comics. In addition, some teachers utilized the context of the comics to create more mathematical situations that further enticed their students to perform mathematical tasks. According to one teacher, comics has been used to engage their students in “discussing mathematics” during the lessons for the NT classes.
• There was also evidence, through our observation of the classroom lessons, that comics provide the platform to teach
RESEARCH DESIGN
In this study, the research team designed a package of comics teaching resource for selected units of lower secondary mathematics. The resource included several sets of comic strips that covered all the concepts in the selected units, tiered practice questions that covered the various concepts within the units, and proposed lesson outlines based on how to use the comics. Proposed lesson plans were provided for the teachers on how lessons using comics could be enacted. Storytelling was used as the main pedagogy in our proposal.

The teachers from the participating schools were briefed of the rationale of this non-traditional approach and how the lessons could be implemented. They taught the selected units using the comics package and were given the liberty to modify the package to meet the needs of their students without defying the underlying spirit of our project objective. The lessons were video-recorded.

After the lesson implementation, the researchers discussed with the teachers on how the package could be further fine-tuned. The pre-post student survey measured changes in students’ motivation and academic self-concept. The researchers also studied how the teachers adapted the package during their lesson implementation.
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